User Guide of UNCTADSTAT Database on Creative Economy
Introduction to UNCTADSTAT Database on Creative Economy
This user guide introduces UNCTADSTAT Database on Creative Economy and provides basic
knowledge for Internet users to access this database, create their own matrix, save tables in selected
formats and download report data. To access the Database, user needs a computer that has Internet
connection and operates any Internet Web browser, and enter the official web page of UNCTAD
Creative Economy Programme via the following link: http://www.unctad.org/creative-programme
After the user accesses the main web page of UNCTAD Creative Economy Programme, the quick
link to UNCTADSTAT database can be found in the upper left corner of the screen.

Quick links to
UNCTADSTAT

UNCTADSTAT in Web Data Server
The following image shows the UNCTADSTAT in Web Data Server. The image in the left shows
all reports available for public. Please select the folder ‘Creative Economy’ to access the
UNCTADSTAT Database on Creative Economy.

Creative economy folder

‘Creative Economy’ Folder
Three folders ‘Creative goods’, ‘Creative services’ and ‘Related industries’ can be found in the
‘Creative Economy’ folder. Each folder contains reports that are available for Internet users. In all
reports, the data is saved in Beyond 20/20 format, which is an interactive file format that allows
user to customize his own report.

‘Creative goods’ Folder
The first folder contains three reports, which provide annual data of value and shares, growth rates
and concentration index of creative goods exports and imports, from 2002 to 2008.

Creative goods folder

‘Creative services’ Folder
The second folder contains only one report, which provides annual data of value and shares, of
creative services exports and imports, from 2000 to 2008.

Creative services folder

‘Related industries’ Folder
The third folder contains total five reports. The first three reports in this folder provide annual data
of value and shares, growth rates and concentration index of related goods exports and imports,
from 2002 to 2008. The rest folders contain data of value and shares of two related services, named
computer and information, and royalties and licenses fees, from 2000 to 2008.

Related industries folder

Open a Report
To open a report, click its icon. The screen is updated with a view of the report. Once you have
found a report and opened it, you can customize it in many ways such as move dimensions around
among the row, column, and other dimension areas; view all the possible items for every dimension,
and choose the ones you want to have in your report.
Table tab
The Table tab displays your report in the form of a table. You can sort data values and customize
your report’s dimension.
Sort Data Values
The data can be sort in any column. Click on the Sort ascending and Sort descending arrows to sort.
(The arrows change color when they are clicked.) Click again to unsort. Unsorting reverts to default
sort order.

Table tab

Sort ascending/
Sort descending
arrows

Dimension area –Overview
The dimension area appears at the top of a table view, just below the tabs. Dimension tiles have a
textured box in front of their name to show that they can be dragged and dropped. Dimension names
are underlined. Clicking on a dimension name opens the Item selection page so you can choose
different items for the dimension. You can also open the Item selection page from the Select item
to view button or the Actions menu: Click on Select Item to View.
Both the rows and columns must always contain at least one dimension.
Other dimensions do not appear on the rows or column of a report, but their data is included in the
calculation of the report’s data value. The Other dimensions are at the top of the dimension area.
The name of currently active item appears on the right-hand side of an Other dimension tile.
Clicking on the Next item and Previous item arrow cycles through all items in the dimension. The
report’s data value change to reflect the item that is currently active.

Select items to view

Other dimension

Column dimension
Next & Previous item
Row dimension

The Column dimension is the first dimension below the Other dimension. You can see its items on
the column header, along the top of the data area. The Row dimension appears below the column
dimension. You can see its item on the row headers, down the left-hand side of the data area. You
can have more than one column or row dimensions by nesting one dimension inside another.
Switch Two Dimensions
Switch dimensions exchange their positions. You can switch any dimension with any other. To
switch dimensions, drag and drop one dimension onto another. The underlying dimension changes
color to show that the dragged dimension can be dropped.
Moving Dimensions
You can move row or column dimensions to and from the Other dimension area by dragging and
dropping them. Do not drop on top of another dimension, or the dimensions will switch places.
Nesting Dimensions
Nesting dimension places one dimension inside another. To nest a header along the rows, click it.
Drag it on top of the header you want to replace, place it slightly to either the right or the left
(depending on where you want the dimension to be placed) and then release it. To nest a header
along the column, click it, drag it on top of the header you want to replace, place it slightly to either
the top or the bottom and then release it.
Nesting Along the Rows

Click the top of the header and drag it to
where you want to replace, place it slightly to
either the right or the left (depending on where
you want the dimension to be placed) and then
release it.

End result. Dimensions are nested
along the rows.

Nesting Along the Columns

Click the top of the header and drag
it to where you want to replace,
place it slightly to either the top or
the bottom and then release it.

End result. Dimensions are nested
along the columns.

Item selection page

Dimension area

Item list area

Dimension area
The dimension area shows all the dimensions in your report. The dimension that is open appear
black in color, larger than the other dimensions, and marked with an arrow.
You can perform the following actions in the dimension area:
• Click the name of a dimension to open it in the Item list
• Find out the projected table size for your current item selection, in rows and in columns. In
general, the best report is the smallest one that includes all the information you need.
• Perform any of the operations for customizing dimensions, such as switching and nesting.
The operations for customizing dimensions in an Item selection page are the same as those
in the Table tab.

Item list area
The Item list area shows all the items for the selected dimension area, where the selected
dimension appears black in color, larger than the others, and marked with an arrow.
To select a different dimension, either click its name in the Dimension area or else choose it from
Select item to view in the Action menu or click on the Select item to view button and choose from
there.
Search/show all
Expand/ Collapse all
Select range checkbox

Select/Clear

Expand/ Collapse

Quick Reference for the Item List Area:
Expand all/ Collapse all – Expand or collapse your view of all items at once.
Expand/Collapse – Expand or collapse your view of groups of items.
Checkbox – Select one or more single items.
Select – select entire levels and groups of items.
Clear – clear entire levels and groups of items.
Select range checkbox – select multiple adjacent items. (You can also use ShiftClick to select a range.)
Search – Locate specific items. This is useful if there is a long
list of items. (Show all clears the search.)
Download report data…
Downloads a report to your computer, in the format of your choice. Point at Download report data
and click on a format to start the download. All selected items will be downloaded, including
inactive other dimension items.
The following formats are available:
•

Beyond 20/20 table format (IVT)

•

Microsoft Excel format (XLS)

•

Comma-delimited ASCII format (CSV)

All selected items will be downloaded, including inactive Other dimension items.
Footnotes are retained when saving a report in IVT or XLS format, but not when saving as a CSV
file.
Source information for a report (shown in the status bar of the web browser) is included in
downloaded XLS files only. It appears as the first line after the report’s title.

How to Create a Country Profile
Country Profile – an analytical tool that
shows one country’s creative industries trade
performance, is one the best practices which
shows multiple capacities of UNCTAD Global
Database on Creative Economy.
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This section introduces an example of making
of a four-page profile for Argentina, as
presented in the Statistical Annex of The
Creative economy Report 2010.
Page 1.
1. Creative industries trade performance,
2002 and 2008
The first part of country profile presents an
overall view of a country’s creative industries
trade performance from 2002 to 2008. The
value of all creative goods/services exports
and imports can be obtained from the reports
in the folders of creative goods and creative
services respectively.
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2. Creative goods/services, exports and
imports by product groups/categories,
2002 and 2008
Four column charts show the evolution of one
country’s creative goods/services, exports and
imports by product groups/categories, 2002
and 2008.
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Page 2.
3. Top 10 exports partners for creative
goods, 2002 and 2008
The second part of country profile shows the
country’s creative goods trade relations with
other countries. A list of top 10 trade partners
for creative goods for 2002 and 2008 is
presented here. The ranking of trade partners
can be acquired easily by using ‘Sort Data
Values’ function.
4. Creative goods exports by top 10 Latin
America countries, 2002 and 2008
Two bar charts exhibit the several countries’
trade performance of creative goods within the
geographic region. The ranking is also
arranged by ‘Sort Data Values’ function.
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The third part of country profile is a
comprehensive table provides all detailed data
not only at product groups/categories level but
also at each sub-sectors level of creative
goods/services.
Page 3.
5. Creative industries exports and imports
values by sub-sectors, 2002 and 208
The value of exports and imports for each subsector of creative goods/services can be
acquired by using ‘Expend all’ function in
Item Selection page.
6. Creative industries exports and imports
share (%) of total product/world by subsector, 2002 and 2008
The data of exports and imports share (%) of
total product/world exist in the same reports of
values. To change the measures between
values and shares, click ‘Previous/ Next item’
arrows in the end of dimension.
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Page 4.
The table continues in Page 4, providing
values and shares of each sub-sector of
creative goods/services in 2008, and the
growth rates of each sub-sectors of creative
goods/services in the period 2003-2008.
7. Growth Rate 2003-2008
The data of growth rates of each sub-sector of
creative goods in the period 2003-2008 can be
obtained in the report ‘Growth rates of
creative goods exports and imports, annual,
2003-2008’ under the folder of ‘Creative
goods’.
For creative services, the data of growth rates
of each sub-sector in the period 2003-2008 are
provided in the table summary of the report
‘Trade in creative services, annual, 20002008’.

